WIRTSCHAFTSWOCHE 2019
Degree Program “International Industrial Engineering is among the Top Ten in Economics.

THE WORLD UNIVERSITY RANKING 2020
In the top 150 in the category “Third-party funds from the Industry”, overall in the top 600, in four out of five rated categories above the median.

U-MULTIRANK 2019
In 20 categories “very good” or “good”. In international top group for “third-party income”. Among the Global Top 25 performers in the area “International Orientation of Programmes” in the subject Mechanical Engineering, study area Process and Chemical engineering.

Positions in top group: Education
• External research income
• Interdisciplinary publications
• Strategic research partnerships

Positions in the top group: Knowledge Transfer
• Co-publications with industrial partners
• Income from private sources
• Industry co-patents
• Spin-offs
• Publications cited in patents

Positions in the top group: Regional Engagement
• Bachelor graduates working in the region

IDM “Master’s degree in regular study period” with 83 percent ranked “good”.

CENTRUM FOR HIGHER EDUCATION (CHE) 2019
Positions in the top group: Education
International orientation (Master)
• Environmental Civil Engineering
• Electrical / Information Engineering
• Process Engineering
• Mechatronics
Job market- and career-orientation (Bachelor)
• Biotechnology
Graduations in appropriate time (Master)
• Civil Engineering
• Electrical / Information Engineering
Support during the study entry phase
• Process Engineering
• Biotechnology
• Interdisciplinary engineering programs

Process Engineering
Nordisch optimistisch

MISSION STATEMENT
TUHH is a competitive entrepreneurial university focusing on high-level performance and high quality standards. TUHH is dedicated to the principles of Humboldt (unity of research and education). TUHH has a strong international orientation and also focuses on its local environment. It does so by contributing to the development of the technological and scientific competence of society, by aiming at excellence at the national and international level in its strategic research fields and by educating young engineers and academics within demanding programmes using advanced teaching methods.

FACTS & FIGURES 2019
Nordisch optimistisch

FACTS + FIGURES

AMONG THE TOP 10 INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

tuhh.de
STUDENTS
1302 First-Year Students (Bachelor)
7861 Students Enrolled
23.3% International Students
26.6% Female Students

DEGREES
1210 Alumni and Degrees
thereof 65 Vocational educators in an industrial-technical science
104 Doctoral Degrees
Since 1978 about
2600 Doctoral Degrees and
18,000 Alumni and Degrees

STAFF
92 Professors
697 Academic Staff
80 Institutes and Scientific Workgroups

RESEARCH
AREAS OF EXPERTISE AND CROSS-CUTTING TECHNOLOGIES

EDUCATION
7 SCHOOLS OF STUDY
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering, Computer Science and Mathematics
Management Sciences and Technology
Mechanical Engineering
Process and Chemical Engineering
Vocational Subject Education
Study area General Engineering Science

14 BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
General Engineering Science
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Bioprocess Engineering
Computer Science
Electrical Engineering
Energy- and Environmental Engineering
General Engineering Science

18 MASTER OF SCIENCE
Chemical and Bioprocess Engineering
Environmental Engineering
Information and Communication Systems
Mechatronics
Mechatronics and Microsystems

INTERNATIONAL
9 ENGLISH TAUGHT MASTER’S COURSES
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Information and Communication Systems
Joint Master in Global Technology and Innovation Management & Entrepreneurship

BUDGET
TOTAL EXPENSES
132.7 Mio. €
thereof: Direct Government Funding: 69.3 Mio. €
thereof: Third Party Funds (TUtech incl.): 39.7 Mio. €

THIRD PARTY FUNDS AND GRANTS 2018
7.6 Mio. € (DFG-Contract Based)
15.3 Mio. € (Federal Funds (BMW, BMBF, etc.))
1.2 Mio. € (EU, International)
7.0 Mio. € (Industrial-Based Contracts (Tutech))
6.0 Mio. € (Other (Foundations, AIF, DAAD, etc.))
3.4 Mio. € (Fundamental state of Hamburg)
40.6 Mio. € (Total sum)
33.6 Mio. € (Total sum w/o contract research)

TUHH.DE